Callum Robertson
& Tara Copeland
About Us:
Tara is originally from Vancouver, Canada where she was a member of the Liberal Party. She
moved to the United Kingdom in 2012 and joined the Lib Dems in 2017. She has served as Young
Liberals Policy Officer, where she successfully got two of YL’s policies passed at back-to-back
Federal Conferences, and as Chair of the Young Liberals. She worked as a Volunteer Officer for
the party during the 2019 General Election and has been elected to the executive of LGBT Plus
Liberal Democrats and the party’s Federal Policy Committee
Callum is from Peterborough and joined the Liberal Democrats in 2016. He served as Chair of the
East of England Young Liberals for two terms, where he secured regional funding that helped elect
young candidates across the region, and as the Regional Policy Chair. He stood as the party’s
candidate for Clacton in the 2019 General Election where he built a team with Young Liberals in
leading roles and almost tripled the party’s vote share. He has also served as a member of the
English Candidates Committee and as Chair of the Young Liberals.
What We Will Do:
•

Use our experience to bring the Young Liberals together, fostering a supportive and inclusive
environment on the executive to benefit all young and student members.

•

Continue building the positive reputation of the Young Liberals by strengthening relationships
with the Federal Party and other internal organisations.

•

Make ourselves and the executive as a whole more accessible to the membership to increase
engagement and accountability.

•

Ensure that, whatever happens in the coming year, YL is in a position to be an effective
campaigning force in both internal and public elections.

Kathy Macy, YL ADS Officer
“Having worked with both Tara
and Callum, I can’t think of two
people who are a better balance
of talent and skills for the job.
They’re both fantastic hard
workers and exactly what the
exec needs right now.”

Guy Benson, Former YL NPO
“I’ve worked with Tara on the
exec and was thrilled to hear
she was hoping to return to the
Chair role, with Callum providing
a fresher perspective to YL. I
feel they will be a great team to
drive the organisation forward.”
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*An image of a ballot paper with Tara and Callum as first preference*

